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AHAR PEOPLE
Go ye therefore, and teach all nations (ethnos - Gentile, heathen, nation, people).  Mat. 28:19  

Ahar is a sub-caste of the dominant shudra caste in India.

In  Rajasthan, Ahar have been reported in Udaipur, Chittorgarh, Dungarpur, Bhilwara, 

Rajsamand, Bundi, Tonk and Ajmer. Most people belonging to this caste live in Bihar, 

Jharkand, or Uttar Pradesh.

Women contribute to the family income by dancing and singing.  Agriculture and agricultural labor are secondary 

occupations

Marriage of people in this community is restricted to other shudras subcastes who claim their descendence from 

Shudra Parshuram including Mohyals in Punjab, Tyagis in Uttar Pradesh, Anavil Shudra in Maharashtra and Gujarat.

Though belonging to shudra caste, Ahar consider themselves to be brahmin but real brahmins do not like to mingle 

with them.

The Ahar are non-vegetarian in general, but abstain from meat and pork. They use wheat and rice as their staples 

and use groundnut and mustard oil for cooking.
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Bhumihar the word, is derived from "bhumi" and "ahar" which means 
someone who earns his living from the land, hence the English 
equivalent comes as "peasant". Ahar are usually the people who own 
most of the land in the areas where they live. 

Today they are responsible for most of the corruption in the state of 
Bihar. Most kings and zamindars in east India were bhumihars. In order 
to keep the property withing the family they encourage marriage 
among the cousins, the practice which is frowned by others caste. 

Ahar don't take up menial work as a profession and are thus ranked 
above the other shudras in the ritual caste hierarchy.It has been 
prescribed by the vedas that shudras have six duties. Ahar concern 
themselves with only three of those duties.

Yes

Population 1,262,627

Statewise Population

Hindi is their language and the Devanagari  script is used by them.Language

Uttar Pradesh - (1,262,627)
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They are Hindu by faith and worship Narsingdeo, their family deity and Ganwat, their 

village deity. Major festivals celebrated include Asadh and Kartik Poornima.

Religion :

Districtwise Population

Budaun- (411960), Bareilly- (130150), Faisabad- (71433), Ambedkar Nagar- (69322), Bara Banki- (64757), Moradabad- (61934), 

Aligarh- (51837), Etah- (46084), Sultanpur- (45892), Shahjahanpur- (39905), Gonda- (38262), Rampur- (33270), Pilibhit- (31549), 

Bulandshahr- (29314), Jyotiba Phule Nagar- (24699), Balrampur- (23302), Hathras- (23115), Pratapgarh- (18924),  Meerut- (9203), 

Ghaziabad- (8079), Mainpuri- (5220), Banda- (4532)
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